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Officials attending the meeting:

Stefano Galletti (local speaker)
Brigitte Grueniger-Huber (SEA)
Janos Manarin (Event Director)

Dmytro Miller (Bulletins and start lists)



Course planners:

Ivano Bettega
Gabriele Bettega
Emiliano Corona



Weather forecast
In Pian del Cansiglio



Because some of the competitors 
withdrawn themselves from the race, 
the first start was shifted keeping the 
last starting slot the same. 

Therefore, the Organiser has moved 
the Quarantine closing time at 11:00



Competition and warm-map 
maps are Offset printed while 
Model event maps were Digital 
printed



Almost all the controls are as shown here 2 or 3 controls are as shown here

Specific information



Starting procedures

In Bulletin 4 is written:
“Prestart and start are very close, with insignificant climb”

Due to forest works in the starting area, we have to change.
Now the situation is:

• Where in the warm-up map is drawn the triangle of the start ➔
now in this place there is the GPS delivery

• Minute -5 is 110 meters + 20 meters climb far from the GPS
delivery area

• From -5 to start it’s 90 meters + 20 meters climb



Some fences after the start within approx 100-
200m, not on the map, made by forest workers 
and not related to the competition – they are 
crossable



IT has now published Athletes SI 
card Numbers on Eventor

Please check that we assign the 
correct number



Questions and Answers

Q1: Where is located the Coaching Zone 
(% of courses)?

A1: Coaching Zone is located by the last 
refreshment



Questions and Answers

Q2: Will there be organized transport of 
the bags from Quarantine to Team Zone?

A2: Yes, just drop your bag at the tent at 
the exit of Quarantine.



Q3: Is there any refreshment between 45% 
and 85%?

A3: refreshments are according to Bulletin 4



Q4: Please can you clarify rules for coaching 
zone – what can coaches say to athletes, 
what can they not say?

A4: Provision of any technical information 
which could give an advantage to the runner 
is prohibited



Q5: Is there a designated litter zone at Drinks 
stations/controls – athletes may drop gel wrappers at 
drinks control but not out in the forest?

A5: Athletes could drop the glasses and gel wrappers 
close to the refreshment control, so it could be collected 
by the organisers 



Q6: Mobile coverage in the coaching zone. Do 
we hear speaker in there?

A6: Some provider should have connection in 
the coaching zone. No comment regarding 
level of the speaker voice. 


